micropumps and one micromixer. The completed system was successfully applied to the detection of low-level insulin concentration using a chemiluminescence immunoassay, and the test result compares favorably with a similarly designed PDMS microfluidic system. Prior to system fabrication and testing, the material properties of TPE were extensively evaluated. The result indicated that TPE is compatible with biological materials and its 3D-printed surface is hydrophilic as opposed to hydrophobic for a molded PDMS surface. The Young's modulus of TPE is measured to be 16 MPa, which is approximately eight times higher than that of PDMS, but over one hundred times lower than that of ABS.
Introduction
The fabrication material for microfluidic systems has gone through several iterations, starting from the original silicon-based semiconducting materials (Ratner et al. 2005) , to glass (Stjernstrom and Roeraade 1998) , and to the latest organic polymers such as PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) and PDMS, with PDMS being the most popular and widely used in recent years. As a microfabrication material, PDMS has a number of wellestablished advantages over silicon and glass including low cost, robustness, and biocompatibility (Thangawng et al. 2007) . For microfluidic systems with moving parts, PDMS is especially valuable due to its relatively low elastic modulus, which allows flexible structures such as thin diaphragms to be fabricated and actuated with relative ease (Lai and Folch 2011) . PDMS microfluidic Abstract Recent advancements in 3D printing technology have provided a potential low-cost and time-saving alternative to conventional PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane)-based microfabrication for microfluidic systems. In addition to reducing the complexity of the fabrication procedure by eliminating such intermediate steps as molding and bonding, 3D printing also offers more flexibility in terms of structural design than the PDMS micromolding process. At present, 3D-printed microfluidic systems typically utilize a relatively 'stiff' printing material such as ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene copolymers), which limits the implementation of large mechanical actuation for active pumping and mixing as routinely carried out in a PDMS system. In this paper, we report the development of an active 3D-printed microfluidic system with moving parts fabricated from a flexible thermoplastic elastomer (TPE). The 3D-printed microfluidic system consists of two pneumatically actuated 1 3 105 Page 2 of 13 systems have found applications in a wide range of chemical and biochemical assays where repeatability, short response time, and increased automation and system integration are important (Yao et al. 2016) . To fulfill these needs, PDMS microfluidic systems typically incorporate active fluid pumping, valving, sorting, and mixing onto a single integrated platform where the assay parameters can be accurately controlled (Yao et al. 2013b) .
The microfabrication process for PDMS microfluidic systems is very well established. Fundamentally, it is a micromolding and bonding technique where thin PDMS layers are first molded into planar structures using predesigned micromasters fabricated from photoresist or PMMA. The molded PDMS layers are then thermally cured and align-bonded to complete the fabrication process. Frequently, a glass substrate is added to the bonded PDMS layers to increase structural rigidity for device handling and fluid input/output purposes (Plecis and Chen 2007) . The PDMS microfabrication process is very labor intensive. The micromolding and bonding steps require trained personnel, and the curing process can take up to several hours to complete. Whenever changes in the PDMS structures are needed, new micromasters must be re-designed and fabricated, adding to the turnaround time of the new system. In terms of structural design, since micromolded PDMS layers consist mostly of planar structures, it is frequently difficult to incorporate novel three-dimensional elements often into the design of a PDMS microfluidic system. This paper describes a new polymer microfluidic system designed and fabricated directly from the design software of a low-cost extrusion (fused deposition modeling or FDM)-based 3D printer. It is an active microfluidic system with pneumatically controlled pumping and mixing that is monolithically integrated into a common platform. 3D printing is a rapid prototyping technique that allows complex structures to be manufactured directly from design software without the need for intermediate processing steps. Lately, the cost for desktop extrusion-based 3D printing has declined significantly and the printing resolution of 20-100 μm has approached that of PDMS microfabrication. The 3D-printed microfluidic system described in this paper employs a TPE as the fabrication material, allowing flexible diaphragms to be incorporated into the microfluidic system as mechanical actuators to pump and mix sample fluids, similar to the pneumatic PDMS devices reported in our previous work (Yao et al. 2013a ). 3D-printed microfluidic devices have been previously reported using stereolithography (SL) (Au et al. 2015; Sochol et al. 2016) , polypropylene (Kitson et al. 2012) , and ABS (Lee et al. 2016) . The photopolymer used in SL, polypropylene, and ABS is typically stiff, making it difficult to design compliant diaphragms for pneumatic actuation. The Young's modulus of TPE is much lower than that of these materials.
In this paper, we describe the mechanical properties of TPE, demonstrate its biocompatibility behavior, design and 3D print an integrated TPE microfluidic system, characterize the pumping and mixing capabilities, and apply the 3D-printed microfluidic system to biomedical detection. In addition, the hydrophobicity and water absorption characteristics of TPE, two important material properties for microfluidic applications, are examined. The flow rate of the 3D-printed micropump and the mixing efficiency of the micromixer are tested under different pneumatic pressures and actuation frequencies. Finally, the completed microfluidic system is used to detect insulin concentration through a chemiluminescence immunoassay and the test result is compared with that obtained from a similarly designed PDMS microfluidic system. Figure 1 demonstrates the schematics of extrusion-based 3D printing. The nozzle of the 3D printer melts the TPE filament and deposits it in a crisscross pattern on a build plate where the material cools and solidifies into a cohesive layer on the x-y plane. Once the first layer is completed, the nozzle traverses above the layer and repeats the process.
Materials and methods

Extrusion-based 3D printing
TPE is a biphasic material with the combined properties of a semicrystalline thermoplastic and a soft elastomer (Holden 2000) . The rigid domains in TPE form a three-dimensional network of physical cross-link sites owing to the covalent linkages between chemically dissimilar segments (Shankar et al. 2010) . Additionally, TPE exhibits mechanical properties similar to vulcanized rubber (Spontak and Patel 2000) . The thermal reversibility nature of TPE makes its ideally suitable for melt extrusion and injection molding (Legge et al. 1987) . Currently, commercially available TPEs suitable for 3D printing include NinjaFlex (Fenner Drives Inc.), Filaflex (Recreus), and MakerBot Flexible Filament (MakerBot Fig. 1 a Schematic diagram of extrusion-based 3D printing. b Photograph showing the twin nozzles, heater block, and cooling fans of a 3D printer (Wanhao duplicator 4X). In the present work, only one nozzle is used to print TPE Industries, LLC). We chose NinjaFlex for our microfluidic system fabrication because it is readily available and known to be reasonably flexible. In addition, based on our preliminary testing, NinjaFlex also has a relatively low water uptake properties, which keeps the material from swelling when exposed to water. However, NinjaFlex is not a standard extrusion-based printing material such as ABS and PLA (polylactide). Its flexibility can cause frequent material jamming in the filament pulling mechanism, and the proper control parameters for printing thin diaphragms are well understood.
All 3D models including test structures and the microfluidic device reported in this paper were designed and modeled using SolidWorks (SolidWorks Corp., Waltham, MA). The design files were exported as STL files, and the devices were fabricated using a low-cost extrusion-based 3D printer, the Wanhao duplicator 4X printer (Jinhua Wanhao Ltd., China). The open-source 3D printing program ReplicatorG was used to drive the printer. The 3D printing material NinjaFlex was purchased in filament form with a nominal diameter of 1.75 mm. According to the manufacturer's user manual, the duplicator 4X printer has a positional accuracy of 11 μm in the x and y directions and 2.5 μm in the z direction. The highest layer resolution is 100 μm. The diameter of the printer nozzle is 0.4 mm.
We conducted a series of calibration tests to determine the optimized control parameters for printing NinjaFlex microfluidic systems with flexible diaphragms of similar dimensions as our PDMS microfluidic devices (Yao et al. 2013b ). In the design file, the width of the microchannel is 600 μm. We printed more than 50 microchannel samples, and their average width was determined to be 600 ± 20 μm. In the design file, the thickness of the diaphragm is 400 μm. Based on multiple samples, the average width of the 3D-printed diaphragm was 400 μm ± 15 μm. The diaphragms were printed without a support material since it is almost impossible to strip the material afterward owing to the small openings of the microfluidic system. The control parameters of the ReplicatorG include object infill, number of shells, layer height, print temperature, and feedrate. The object infill determines the density of the printed object, as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . Theoretically, a solid object can be obtained by setting this parameter at 100%. For our microfluidic devices, the object fill is set at 100% to avoid defects such as small holes in the printed diaphragms.
The number of shell defines the outer structure of the printed object. It is not a crucial parameter for the microfluidic system because the system is printed as a solid object. We set this parameter at 1. The layer height determines both the thickness and flatness of each printed layer. In extrusion-based printing, the layer height is usually kept low to minimize the surface roughness of each layer. However, a low layer height also leads to a prohibitively long printing time. We selected a layer height of 0.2 mm as a compromise between surface roughness and print time.
Perhaps the most critical control parameters for printing NinjaFlex are the print temperature and feedrate. The print temperature dictates the material bonding performance, material flow rate, and extrusion width. If the temperature is too low, the material extrudes with high viscosity which leads to overly thin print layers. On the other hand, if the temperature is too high, the material extrudes with high liquidity which tends to cause deformation in the printed object. We determined the optimized print temperature for NinjaFlex to be between 210 and 220 °C.
The feedrate is the traversing speed of the printer nozzle as it extrudes material. The feedrate for stiff materials such as ABS and PLA is generally set at 20-50 mm/s. For NinjaFlex, the feedrate is set at a lower number since NinjaFlex is flexible and therefore prone to clogging at the print nozzle at the same feedrate range. In addition, if the feedrate is too high, the extruded NinjaFlex is thinned out rapidly by the traversing nozzle. As shown in Fig. 3 , small holes can be found on a 3D-printed NinjaFlex diaphragm when the feedrate is set at a high 40 mm/s. We determined the optimized feedrate for NinjaFlex to be 5 mm/s.
Another control parameter that can also affect the quality of the printed object is the plate temperature. We set this temperature at 40 °C to minimize edge warping in the printed device. Using the control parameters described above, the average print time for a complete NinjaFlex microfluidic system is about 5 h. Since no support material is used, the microfluidic system is ready for testing as soon as the printing process is completed.
Results and discussion
Young's modulus
In order to properly design the dimensions of the flexible diaphragms in the NinjaFlex microfluidic system, we conducted mechanical deflection experiments to determine the Young's modulus of NinjaFlex at room temperature. In these experiments, the peak deflection of a circular NinjaFlex plate was measured at different values of applied air pressure. The Young's modulus E was then determined by curve fitting the experimental result with the theoretical circular plate deflection equation:
where p is the pressure on the plate, r is the plate radius, t is the plate thickness, v is the Poisson's ratio, and y is the peak deflection of the plate (Young and Budynas 2002) . We used the commonly cited TPE v value of 0.499 in our calculations (Rose et al. 1987) . Figure 4a demonstrates the design of the NinjaFlex test structure used to determine E. It consists of a thick-walled pneumatic air chamber with a thin circular plate at the top. The length, width, and height of the air chamber are 30, 30, and 13.6 mm, respectively. Figure 4b shows that the thicknesses of the side and bottom walls are 3 and 4 mm. The radius and thickness of the plate are 12 and 1.6 mm. The sidewall of the air chamber is designed to be much thicker than the plate so that the wall does not deform significantly when compressed air is applied to the chamber. Figure 4c demonstrates a typical plate deflection, and Fig. 4d demonstrates the relationship between applied air pressure and peak plate deflection.
The curve fitting result yields a Young's modulus of approximately 16.35 MPa for NinjaFlex. This is much
smaller than the most commonly used extrusion printing materials such as ABS (Young's modulus ~2-4 GPa). The average Young's modulus of PDMS is approximately 2 MPa depending on the ratio of the elastomer base and curing agent (Wang 2011) . The Young's modulus of NinjaFlex is therefore approximately eight times higher than that of PDMS.
Water absorption and surface hydrophobicity
For microfluidic devices, it is always desirable to minimize the absorption of the sample fluid and assay molecules into the sidewalls of the microfluidic channels in order to achieve a high degree of repeatability and consistency in the test result (Wang et al. 2012 ). We measured the water absorption properties of NinjaFlex and compared it with those of cured PDMS. Due to the nature of extrusion-based 3D printing, small gaps exist between the fibrous material in a printed layer and these gaps provide an avenue for fluid to be absorbed into the printed material. To fill the gaps, the printer nozzle traverses at an offsetted grid from layer to layer. However, small holes can still exist in the bottom surface of the printed object, making the surface slightly porous. The average size of the holes is approximately 0.01 mm 2 . The hole size becomes progressively smaller as the number of printed layers increases and the object becomes thicker. The holes usually disappear completely when the print thickness reaches 1 mm. We printed all of our microfluidic systems with a bottom layer thickness of over 1 mm to minimize water absorption into the system.
The water absorption test monitors the change in weight of three different NinjaFlex samples (weighing at 3.4, 8.6, and 16.6 g when dry) as they are immersed in DI water. During the test, the DI water container is sealed to prevent water loss due to evaporation. The weight of the three immersed samples is measured every 0.5 h.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the weight of the NinjaFlex samples increases continuously during the first 4 h and then remains mostly constant afterward. Among the samples tested, the water absorption of the largest sample is consistently the lowest. At steady state, the water absorption of the 3.4, 8.6, and 16.6 g samples is approximately 0.47, 0.38, and 0.36%, respectively. The maximum amount of water absorbed is therefore 0.47% of the dry sample weight. This is higher than the water absorbance property of PDMS which is approximately 0.1% (Ping et al. 2001 ).
An equally important physiochemical property of NinjaFlex for microfluidic applications is whether the printed surface is hydrophobic or hydrophilic. Freshly cured PDMS surface is hydrophobic, which sometimes prevents PDMS microfluidic channels from being properly wetted during testing. We tested the surface hydrophobicity of NinjaFlex by depositing a 30-μL drop of DI water mixed with yellow ink on a 3D-printed microfluidic device with a pipette and then measuring the static contact angle of the drop. In order to minimize measurement error, the test was repeated at three different locations on each surface tested. The contact angle measurements were observed to stay unchanged for over 20 h. During the 20-h test time, we deposited a new 30-μL drop of DI water mixed with yellow ink every time we measured the contact angle. An optical microscope (Zoom 6000, Navitar Inc., USA) was used to record the contact angle pictures, and Adobe Photoshop CS 6 was used to measure the angles. As shown in Fig. 6 , the average contact angle of the side surface is 51.9° with a standard deviation of 0.06°. The average contact angle of the top surface is 53.3° with a standard deviation of 0.15°. This result implies that a printed NinjaFlex surface is hydrophilic, while the surface of native PDMS is hydrophobic with a water contact angle of between 95 and 110° (Lawton et al. 2005) . PDMS can become hydrophilic after oxidation with a contact angle of 50-60° (Lawton et al. 2005) . A 3D-printed NinjaFlex surface achieves this level of hydrophilicity without chemical processing. We measured the surface roughness at five different locations on the printed surface using a compact roughness measuring instrument (MarSurf PS10, Mahr Federal Inc., Germany). The surface roughness Ra (arithmetical mean deviation of the surface) is 25.10 μm, and the standard deviation is 7.12 μm.
Biocompatibility
The biocompatibility of NinjaFlex was assessed by testing its cytocompatibility in a printed NinjaFlex well plate (Fig. 7a, inset) as well as on a printed NinjaFlex surface according to the direct contact method as per ISO-10993-5 guideline (Iso and Standard 2009 ) with some modifications. A Corning ® 96-well culture plate (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA) and a PDMS surface were used as controls, respectively. In the well plates, cell viability and proliferation were monitored for 10 days using CellTiter 96 ® AQ ueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) with mammalian mouse fibroblast cell line and ATCC ® CCL-1™ (American Type Culture Collection [ATCC], Manassas, VA, USA) according to the specifications by Promega and ATCC. On the surfaces, the cell proliferation was observed for 2 days under an inverted light microscope with human embryonic kidney cell line, ATCC ® CRL-1573™, according to the specifications by ATCC. All experiments were performed in compliance with guidelines set by the Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) at the University of Arkansas and approved by the IBC. Briefly, the CCL-1 cell line was cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37 °C and 5% CO 2 . After being cultured, the CCL-1 cells were trypsinized, the cell suspension was centrifuged at 200×g for 3 min, and the cells were resuspended in culture medium at a density of 1 × 10 5 cells/mL. Both the control (i.e., a 96-well culture plate) and the printed NinjaFlex well plates were seeded with 100 μL of the cell suspension (i.e., 1 × 10 4 cells/ well). After a 24-h incubation at 37 °C and 5% CO 2 , the spent culture medium was replaced with an equal volume (100 μL) of the culture medium and the well plates were incubated for 10 days at 37 °C and 5% CO 2 . After incubation, the cell proliferation assay was performed and the cell-viability profile was assessed by colorimetric absorbance at 490 nm using a DU-800 ultraviolet/visible/NIR (UV/VIS/NIR) spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). The extended incubation time of 10 days was chosen to allow sufficient time for NinjaFlex to influence, if any, the cell viability.
The CRL-1573 cell line was cultured in Eagle's minimum essential medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37 °C and 5% CO 2 . The printed NinjaFlex surface and PDMS surface were placed on separate cell culture petri dishes (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA) containing the culture medium. The cells were seeded in the culture dishes and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO 2 . The cell morphology and proliferation on each surface were monitored during incubation for 2 days under an inverted light microscope (Axiovert 40 CFL, Carl Zeiss, Inc., Germany) equipped with a Zeiss AxioCam MRc5.
If the NinjaFlex microfluidic devices are to be used for biological and biomedical purposes, the material's biocompatibility will be an important factor for consideration. While PDMS is known to be biocompatible (Bélanger and Marois 2001; Zhou et al. 2010 ) (Zhang et al. 2013) , no such information is available for NinjaFlex. We examined the cytocompatibility of NinjaFlex by not only monitoring the cell viability and proliferation in a printed NinjaFlex well plate (Fig. 7a, inset) with a commercial polystyrene 96-well culture plate as a control, but also observing the cell morphology and proliferation on a printed NinjaFlex surface with a PDMS surface as a control. Cell viability and proliferation assays revealed that NinjaFlex maintained cell viabilities nearly identical to the cultures on the commercial polystyrene well plate, implying no apparent adverse toxicity effects on live cells after their exposure to NinjaFlex for 10 days. The cell adhesion and proliferation tests on a printed NinjaFlex surface for over 2 days indicated no marked changes in the attachment and proliferation of cells as compared to those on the PDMS surface (Fig. 7b) . The NinjaFlex surface also sustained cell phenotypes nearly identical to those on the PDMS surface. The results clearly suggest the biocompatibility of NinjaFlex with minimal cytotoxicity, therefore enabling their uses for biological and biomedical applications.
Design and fabrication of 3D-printed peristaltic micropump
Based on an existing PDMS design, we developed a 3D-printed NinjaFlex peristaltic micropump using movable diaphragms as actuators. As demonstrated in Fig. 8a,   Fig. 7 Biocompatibility studies of NinjaFlex. a Cell viability and proliferation assays. Cell viability and proliferation were monitored for 10 days using CellTiter 96 ® AQ ueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) with mammalian mouse fibroblast cell line (ATCC ® CCL-1™, American Type Culture Collection, Manassa, VA, USA). Note that all experiments were performed three times in triplets, and the average at each time interval has been shown as cell-viability percentage of the sample in the NinjaFlex well plate in comparison with the control sample in the polystyrene 96-well plate. The control at each time interval was considered as 100% viable. Inset A printed NinjaFlex well plate with the dimension of: D (diameter) = 6.5 mm and H (height) = 12.2 mm (i.e., total volume of 405 μL). b Cell adhesion and proliferation tests. Cell phenotypes and proliferations on the NinjaFlex and PDMS surfaces were monitored during incubation for 2 days under an inverted light microscope with human embryonic kidney cell line (ATCC ® CRL-1573™) Page 7 of 13 105 b, two diaphragms, one small and one large, are deflected sequentially by an external compressed air source to pump sample fluid in a microchannel. The small diaphragm performs the function of a check valve, while the large diaphragm moves the fluid. Two possible diaphragm configurations can be used to generate this peristaltic motion: vertical and horizontal (Fig. 8c) . In the horizontal configuration, the diaphragms are oriented in the x-z plane, while in the vertical configuration, the diaphragms are in the x-y plane. Horizontal diaphragm can be considered as a movable ceiling of the microchannel, while vertical diaphragm behaves as a movable sidewall. In PDMS microfluidic devices, the diaphragms are mostly oriented in the horizontal direction due to limitations of the micromolding fabrication process (Sundararajan et al. 2005) . It is also difficult to attach a capping piece to the thin vertical sidewall of a PDMS device since only a small area is available for bonding. Extrusionbased 3D printing is capable of fabricating both vertical and horizontal diaphragms. 3D-printed devices, especially those printed in TPE, therefore provide a new opportunity to fully explore the advantages of vertical diaphragms without the need for a cumbersome material bonding process. In addition, 3D printing can fabricate a capped-off microfluidic device in one single step, while PDMS devices usually require a separate capping process to seal off the microchannels. In general, 3D printing allows significantly more design freedom in terms of the incorporation of threedimensional features into the microfluidic system than PDMS micromolding, which is mostly a two-dimensional planar process. Finally, the inlets and outlets of a 3D-printed microfluidic system can be located on the sidewalls of the device, which is difficult to achieve in a PDMS device. This option frees up the top surface of the device and provides a cleaner area for optical observation of the microchannel flow if needed. In extrusion-based 3D printing, special care must be taken when fabricating overhanging structures to avoid structural sagging during the printing process. Theoretically, a second printing material can be used as a support material under the diaphragms to be stripped away by a liquid solvent when the printing process is complete. For the peristaltic micropump, this proves to be difficult since the openings to the support material are very small and the time required to completely dissolve the support material can be extremely long. We therefore elected to print the NinjaFlex diaphragms in the vertical configuration. A cutout demonstration of the 3D-printed NinjaFlex micropump is shown in Fig. 8d . The major components of the micropump include a microfluidic channel, two vertical diaphragms, and a pair of pneumatic air chambers with a common compressed air inlet. The thickness and width of the diaphragms are 0.4 and 5 mm, respectively. The lengths of the small and large diaphragms are 6 and 12 mm, respectively. The width of the microfluidic channel is 0.6 mm. It is 40 mm long from the inlet to the outlet. When compressed air is introduced to the air chambers, the small diaphragm deflects first due a smaller volume capacity, followed by the large diaphragm after short delay. To generate a continuous flow, periodic air pulses are used to create periodic, sequential deflections in the diaphragms, which in turn leads to peristaltic pumping in the microfluidic channel. Using the experimentally determined Young's modulus, we conducted ANSYS simulations to obtain the deformation characteristics of the NinjaFlex diaphragms. Here, the diaphragms are treated as thin, isotropic, rectangular plates with fixed boundaries. As shown in Fig. 8e , the simulations predict a peak deflection of 0.82 mm in the small diaphragm (6 mm × 5 mm × 0.4 mm) at an applied pressure of 10 psi. This defection is larger than the width of the microfluidic channel, thus ensuring the proper functioning of the small diaphragm as a check valve.
Micropump flow rate
The control system for measuring the flow rate of the 3D-printed micropump is shown in Fig. 9 . It consists of a compressed air source, a rectangular-pulse signal generator, twelve individually controlled electromagnetic valves (EMVs, S070 M-5BG-32, SMC Inc., Tokyo, Japan), and the micropump. The air pulses from the EMVs are delivered to the inlet port of the air chamber of the micropump through a 1.8-mm (diameter) PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) tubing. The power of the compressed air source is about 10 W. The power of each electromagnetic valves is about 0.35 W. Each micropump requires one EMV for actuation. The response time of the EMV is 3 ms ON/OFF according to the user manual. The signal generator outputs the rectangular pulses that control the opening and closing of the electromagnetic valves at a predetermined frequency. The peak pressure of the compressed air pulses delivered to the micropump from the EMVs is controlled by a pressure regulator. The inlet and outlet of the micropump are connected to open reservoirs filled with a red dye solution. A Tygon tubing is connected to the outlet reservoir, and the micropump's flow rate is estimated by multiplying the advancing speed of the red dye in the Tygon tubing by the cross-sectional area of the tubing (1/8″ diameter). During flow rate measurements, the liquid level of the inlet and outlet reservoirs is set to be identical so that no hydrostatic pressure difference exists between the two reservoirs. We measured the peak displacement of the diaphragm (12 mm × 5 mm) versus applied pressure from 10 to 95 psi. The peak displacement ranges from 406 to 2894 μm, and the diaphragm did not break at 95 psi. The maximum actuation pressure we used for the micropump is usually 20 psi because the displacement of the diaphragm at this pressure is larger than the microchannel width, thus ensuring the proper functioning of the diaphragm as a check valve.
The pressure range for the micropump was selected based on the experimentally determined diaphragm deflection characteristics as well as those obtained from COM-SOL simulations. Based on this information, we evaluated the flow rate performance of the 3D-printed micropump by varying the frequency and pressure of the periodic compressed air pulses. The micropump was tested at three different peak pressure levels of 10, 15, and 20 psi. At each peak pressure, the frequency was varied from 5 to 10 Hz at 1-Hz intervals. Figure 10 shows the flow rates measured at different pressure and frequency values.
At each pressure, the flow rate follows a bell-shaped relationship with frequency, which is consistent with the Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of the control system for measuring the flow rate of 3D-printed micropump Fig. 10 Flow rate of 3D-printed micropump versus compressed air pressure and frequency. Each flow rate measurement was repeated three times for every frequency behavior of our PDMS peristaltic micropump (Yao et al. 2013b) . A peak flow rate can be identified at each driving pressure, and the level of the peak flow rate increases with increasing pressure. The frequency at which the peak flow rate is observed is referred to as the optimal frequency. A maximum flow rate of 712.56 μL/min is achieved at 8 Hz and 20 psi. When the pressure is reduced to 15 psi, the maximum flow rate drops to 494.04 μL/min. These flow rate values are in the same range as that of the PDMS micropump. Figure 11 shows the relationship between the measured flow rate of the micropump at 7-Hz actuation frequency and the backward hydraulic pressure.
3D-printed micromixer
Rapid and efficient mixing plays a significant role in a variety of microfluidic-based biomedical applications including insulin detection (Yao et al. 2016) , glucosecatalyst reactions detection , and virus or pathogen detection (Jung et al. 2011; Lai et al. 2014) . Based on the design of the 3D-printed micropump, we developed a diaphragm-driven micromixer to perform active mixing of sample fluids. As demonstrated in Figs. 12a and 12b , the micromixer consists of two inlets and one outlet. Two 5 mm × 4.4 mm and 0.4 mm thick diaphragms (marked in purple) form the internal sidewalls of a mixing chamber (6 mm × 6 mm × 7 mm). Similar to the micropump, the diaphragms are deflected by externally supplied compressed air and active mixing is achieved by in-phase or out-of-phase periodic diaphragm movement. Notice the compressed air inlets are located on the external sidewalls of the micromixer. Dilution experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the micromixer. In these experiments, colorless DI water and a red dye solution were slowly injected into the mixing chamber through the fluid inlets, and their mixing characteristics were monitored over time. At the beginning of each test, the dye and water were added to the mixing chamber until a clear interface appeared between the two fluids. An optical microscope was used to acquire the images of the mixing process. A MAT-LAB program was used to analyze the gray level of these images to determine the mixing efficiency I g defined as:
where N is the number of pixels. C(y) is the gray level of a pixel, and C = C(y)/N. We define the mixing time as the time when the mixing efficiency reaches 80%. Figure 12c shows the difference between natural (unassisted) mixing and active mixing where the diaphragms are deflected in phase by compressed air at 10 Hz and 10 psi. Diaphragm-induced fluid advection in the mixing chamber accelerates the water-dye mixing process and enhances the mixing efficiency. The mixing time of active mixing in the micromixer is 38 s, while that of the unassisted mixing is 233 s. Active mixing reduces the mixing time by about 80%. It has been previously reported that pneumatic micromixers can reduce the mixing time by about 93% (Kong and Salin 2012) .
Insulin detection using 3D-printed microfluidic system
We integrated the 3D-printed micropump and micromixer designs into a monolithic microfluidic system and demonstrated its effectiveness in the rapid detection of insulin concentration through a chemiluminescence immunoassay. Experiments for determining the insulin detection performance of the 3D-printed microfluidic system are conducted in a custom-designed automation and optical detection system previously developed for testing our PDMS microfluidic systems. As shown in Fig. 13a , this system consists of a photomultiplier tube (CR105-01, Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan) to quantify the chemiluminescence signal. It is also equipped with a mini-air compressor (D730A-23-01, Hargraves Technology Mooresville, NC, USA), a pressure regulator (IR2000-02, SNS, Zhengjiang, China), a signal generator (S3C2440, Samsung, Seoul, South Korea), 12 electromagnetic valves (S070 M-5BG-32, SMC Inc., Tokyo, Japan), an electromagnet (TAU-0730, Kendrion, Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany), and a stepper motor (N20, Arduino, Ivrea, Italy). The PDMS device shown in Fig. 13b is fabricated from two PDMS layers and one glass layer using micromolding and oxygen plasma bonding. It consists of five individually controlled pneumatic micropumps and one micromixer at the center.
The height and width of the microchannel are 250 and 1200 μm, respectively. Both the 3D-printed device and the PDMS device developed by our group for insulin detection utilize diaphragm-based pneumatic actuation for pumping and mixing. They are also operated in similar pressure and frequency ranges.
As demonstrated in Fig. 14a , the 3D-printed microfluidic system consists of two micropumps and one micromixer. The micropumps enable controlled delivery of sample fluids from two separate inlets to the micromixer where the immunoassay is carried out. Figure 14b illustrates the biological protocol of the immunoassay. The electromagnet is programmed to retain the magnetic microparticles in the sample fluid during the wash steps of the immunoassay (steps C and F in Fig. 14b ). The stepper motor is utilized to move the microfluidic device to the optical detection zone to record the chemiluminescent light in the last step of the immunoassay (step H in Fig. 14b ). To minimize the interference from unwanted light sources, the 3D-printed microfluidic system is kept inside a custom-designed black box during the experiments and 12 Teflon tubes are used to supply the required air pulses from an external source. The key steps of the chemiluminescence immunoassay for insulin detection are as follows. First, superparamagnetic microparticles coated with insulin antibodies (~30 μg/ mL, 40 μL) are used to capture the target insulin antigens (20 μL) through specific binding in the micromixer (steps A and B in Fig. 14b) . Second, the superparamagnetic microparticles with target insulin antigens are held down by the electromagnet, while the interference substances are washed away (step C in Fig. 14b ). Third, insulin antibodies labeled with acridinium ester (AE; ~0.25 μg/mL, 40 μL) are pumped into the mixer to bind to the insulin antigens on the microparticles, forming a sandwich complex (steps D and E in Fig. 14b ). With the electromagnet holding down the complex, the overdose AE-labeled insulin antibodies are removed through a washing step (step F in Fig. 14b) . Fourth, the first developing solution (3% H 2 O 2 solution containing 0.1 N HNO 3 , 40 μL) is pumped into the mixer and allowed to incubate with the microparticles for 1 min (step G in Fig. 14b ), followed by a second developing solution (1.5 N NaOH solution containing 2% Triton X-100, 40 μL) delivered into the mixer at a high flow rate to initiate the chemiluminescence reaction (step H in Fig. 14b ). Reagents are transported at a flow rate of 712 μL/min. The diaphragms of the mixing chamber are actuated at a driving frequency of 10 Hz and an applied pressure of 10 psi. The entire insulin detection assay requires approximately 15 min. This protocol was previously developed by our group for a PDMS pneumatic microfluidic system (Yao et al. 2016) . Figure 14c demonstrates the insulin detection result. The inset provides the timeline of a typical light intensity measurement of the Fig. 13 a Schematic diagram of the insulin detection system and b photograph of a PDMS microfluidic device designed for insulin detection using the same setup shown in (a) chemiluminescence reaction in the micromixer chamber. It shows that the light intensity reaches a peak value rapidly and then gradually declines back to the baseline. The peak value is directly proportional to the insulin concentration of the sample. The error bars in the figure represent the standard deviations of the measured light intensities. The standard deviations from the lowest to the highest concentrations are 0.014, 0.050, 0.046, 0.061, and 0.038, respectively. Three assays were performed for each concentration. Matrix spiking was used to evaluate the accuracy of the insulin detection method. The test was performed by adding the insulin standard solution of known concentration to the insulin sample and then measuring the concentration of the matrix spiked sample. Both the spiked and unspiked samples were analyzed in the 3D-printed microfluidic system. An intermediate value (1218 pM) between the detection limit and the highest insulin concentration tested was chosen to be the spiking level. The concentration of the spiking solution was 358 pM. Based on the results, the percent recovery of the spike was determined to be about 82.6%, which we believe is a satisfactory level for the current development stage of the 3D-printed microfluidic system. We used the same 3D-printed device in multiple test runs. After each test run, the device is washed by PBS and then DI water before being used again. As shown in Fig. 14c , the 3D-printed system and the PDMS system are tested in two different insulin concentration ranges due to differences in their detection limits. However, with the exception of the measurements recorded near 500 pM, the PDMS and 3D-printed results appear to form a consistent light intensity trend with respect to the insulin concentration. We therefore believe that the sensitivity trend of the 3D-printed system will be very similar to that of the PDMS system if its detection limit is reduced. Quantitatively, the insulin detection limit of the 3D-printed device is 522.4 pM, while that of the PDMS device is 6.1 pM. Further optimization of the structural design and actuation parameters of the 3D-printed device should reduce the detection limit. For example, as described in a previous article published by our group, increasing the micropump flow rate can lead to a more efficient chemiluminescence process and consequently a reduction in the detection limit (Yao et al. 2016 ). In addition, reducing the dimensions of the microchannel can also increase the flow rate and therefore reduce the detection limit. As a reference point, the current detection limit of commercial immunoassay systems for insulin detection is about 3.5 pM (Yao et al. 2016) .
Conclusions
In this paper, we reported the development of a 3D-printed microfluidic system using a commercially available TPE as the structural material. The microfluidic system was designed using SolidWorks and fabricated directly from the design file by a low-cost extrusion-based 3D printer. No additional bonding or curing step is required by the fabrication process, and the device is ready for use as soon as the print job is complete. The Young's modulus of the TPE is about eight times higher than that of PDMS, but much lower than the commonly used printing materials such as ABS, making TPE a good choice for printing PDMS-like microfluidic devices. TPE is also demonstrated to be biocompatible with minimal cytotoxicity. The printed TPE surface is hydrophilic which allows easy wetting of the printed microchannels. The performance of TPE-based 3D-printed pneumatic micropump and micromixer was experimentally investigated to determine the flow rate and mixing characteristics. When applied in a chemiluminescence immunoassay for determining insulin concentration, an integrated TPE microfluidic system exhibits a similar sensitivity trend as a microfabricated PDMS pneumatic microfluidic system. Additional optimization work will be required to improve the insulin detection limit of the 3D-printed system as well as a number of material and system-related issues. For example, the TPE NinjaFlex is only semitransparent, which can cause difficulties in optical detection. The micromixer discussed in this paper is intentionally designed to be open on the top due to this limitation. In addition, the printed TPE surface is rougher than molded PDMS. This can cause unwanted trapping of sample materials in bead-based assays. Nonetheless, the availability of a structure material with similar properties to PDMS and the tremendous shortening of the turnaround time for new designs should make extrusion-based 3D printing a very attractive alternative for the design and fabrication of microfluidic systems. Recent development in syringe-based extrusion printing has shown promises in printing nm-wide polymer lines resulting in an exceptionally smooth printed surface. We therefore believe the issue of surface roughness for extrusion-based 3D-printed microfluidic systems can be significantly improved in the near future.
